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INTRODUCTION
CONTEMPORARY ITERATIONS OF REALISM:
ITALIAN PERSPECTIVES
LOREDANA DI MARTINO
AND PASQUALE VERDICCHIO

Contemporary thought is characterized by an increased and renewed
preoccupation with reality. The expansion of telecommunications systems
has fully confirmed Guy Debord' s theory about a society where life is
cannibalized by the logic of commodification as a result of its reduction
into mediated spectacles (Debord 1977 and 1998). On the other hand, the
geopolitical consequences of global capitalism have intensified the quest
to transform a society of spectators into one of active thinkers and engaged
citizens. Both in cinema and in literature this "hunger" for reality has led
to the creation of hybrid art forms, works that propose to inject reality into
fiction, or fiction into reality, in order to short-circuit and expose
superficial or biased representations of the world, laying false claim to
authenticity, and trigger the search for meanings that may empower both
the individual and the collective. The present volume aims to explore the
Italian contribution to the global phenomenon of a "return to reality" by
examining a rich cinematic and literary production that, starting in the
1990s, has sought to raise awareness of the mechanisms that attempt to
influence a received perception of the world, while prompting a more
expansive engagement with the reality that lies behind the spectacle. We
also aim to explore Italy's relationship with its own cultural past by
investigating how Italian authors are dealing with the return of a specter
that haunts the contemporary artistic imagination in any epoch of crisis,
the specter of Neorealism. With the restoration of conservative powers
following the so-called Mani pulite [Clean Hands] bribery scandals that
led to the demise of the first Italian republic in the early 1990s, and the
development of a political populism that bypasses antagonism in the
political arena in order to conquer its electorship through media control,
the memory of Neorealism has reemerged, calling on intellectuals to find

TOXIC TALES:
ON REPRESENTING ENVIRONMENTAL
CRISIS IN PUGLIA
MONICA SEGER
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY

This essay takes up the question of a new realism in contemporary
Italian literature through the lens of environmental crisis. In particular, it
explores the complications posed in representing dioxin, a material
substance that affects both natural landscape and human health but is often
imperceptible. After a consideration of the relationship between Italy's
nuovo realismo [New Realism] and an increasingly material ecocriticism,
the essay turns to a new wave of young authors writing in and about Puglia.
Its analysis focuses on two texts in which the dioxin long leaked from
Taranto's ILVA steel plant plays a crucial role, Flavia Piccinni's novel
Adesso tienimi [Now Hold Me] (2007) and Giuliano Foschini's reportage
Quindici passi [Fifteen Steps] (2009). These texts share an ethical drive
toward ontological narrative, as well as exploration of the permeability
between industry, environment and human health. They ultimately show
that narrative practice facilitates a greater awareness of both our own
transcorporeality and the wide environmental spread of harmful and often
imperceptible matter such as dioxin, so that subjects may make sense of,
and remain active agents in, a shifting lived reality.

Keywords: ecocriticism, Taranto, dioxin, health, narrative.
That the return to realism well documented in the present volume
should coincide in Italian Studies with a rather urgent embrace of
environmental criticism is no surprise. So much of the reality represented
in contemporary Italian fiction and film is, after all, deeply enmeshed in
the effects of a nonhuman world long under siege. In the past two decades
climate change, abusive building practices, problematic waste disposal,
industrial runoff and resultant large-scale toxic contamination have all
jumped to the forefront of Italian existence. The writers and filmmakers
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who engage with such existence and the critics who study their work have
both taken note. What results is an ever-growing collection of texts that
weave attention to a degraded natural environment throughout their
primary narrative plane, as well as an ever-expanding field of ecocritical
Italianist scholarship.
The following essay contributes to the expansion underway by
exploring a realist attention to the meeting of environment, industry and
human health in two recent literary texts dedicated to the town of Taranto,
in Southern Italy's Puglia region. Taranto houses the Ilva steel plant,
source of employment for over 14,000 area residents and producer of a
vast array of toxic emissions, including more than 80% of the nation's
dioxin (2,3,7,8 -tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, or TCDD). 1 Flavia Piccinni's
Adesso tienimi (2007) and Giuliano Foschini's Quindici passi (2009) both
depict contemporary Taranto as a terrain of contradiction-- culturally
vibrant but deeply polluted, abused yet beloved--ever in the shadow of
Ilva and its chemical byproducts. While the first is a modem-day coming
of age novel focused on a troubled love gone sour, the second is a
reportage detailing the author's investigation of Ilva's environmental ills
and interwoven with the first-person stories he collects along the way.
Each text demonstrates a unique engagement with the sort of postmillennial realist narrative recently explored by scholars like Raffaele
Donnarumma, Stefania Ricciardi, Luca Somigli and others. Piccinni's
work is fictional. It is closely informed, however, by the author's
relationship to her natal Taranto, by that city's recent woes regarding
environment and economy, each deeply tied to Ilva, and by a diaristic form
that carefully chronicles both time and space. At first blush Adesso tienimi
might not appear to fit with the quasi-journalistic "nuova letteratura attenta
al quotidiano e alla dimensione politica" [new literature attentive to daily
life and the political dimension] that began to catch the attention of Italian
critics approximately one decade ago (Palumbo Mosca 2013, 158).
Piccinni's novel is more overtly focused on sustained individual
experience than a work like Aldo Nave's Mi chiamo Roberta [My Name is
Roberta] (2006), for example, and less engaged in direct social critique
than one such as Antonio Franchini's L 'abusivo [The Unlicensed
Journalist] (2009). And yet, through introspective fictional narrative
Piccinni presents a more intimate portrait not only of daily Italian life, but
also of the permeability between identity, environment and industry, than
either of the two aforementioned authors.
As Piccinni does so, she contributes to the formation of a new realism
grounded in dimensions both quotidian and political, using a present tense
voice deeply attentive to Taranto's contemporary material realities.
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Throughout the course of her novel, Piccinni maps out the city's streets
and neighborhoods, references by brand name the favored beer and
cigarettes of its teens and workers, and traces the wide spread of its
industrial emissions, from factory to sea to skin. Steadily emphasizing
specificity of place by naming Taranto's local geography, preferred vices
and primary source of both employment and toxicity, Ilva, Piccinni does
more than simply remind readers of a lived reality. As she emphasizes
present moment and forward movement through both verbal tense and
narrative action, she invites us to come along while her protagonist
navigates adolescence, Taranto and an awareness of toxic embodiment.
Giuliano Foschini, on the other hand, has crafted a non-fiction
documentary text so attuned to personal narratives as to be a short story
anthology as much as a journalistic chronicle. Quindici passi is an
investigation of Ilva, its emissions and human health. It is also an ode to
the many voices, and their many stories, that together craft the reality
beyond Ilva's factory walls. In its rhythmic continual rotation of individual
stories Foschini's book is a form of realismo testimoniale [testimonial
realism], in which he seeks to "riunire interviste, rispettando l'alterita e la
voce dei propri interlocutori," [gather interviews, respecting the
individuality and voice of his interlocutors] while still allowing space for
his own reflections (Donnarumma 2014, 80). In his desire to unite as many
voices as possible, Foschini offers a nuanced portrait of Taranto less
concerned with one authoritative version of events as with "la necessita di
dire un vero che esorbita dai limiti dell' empiricamente accaduto" [the
necessity to say a truth that goes beyond the limits of the empirically
occurred] (Donnarumma 2014, 126). In such ways, his text is very much
in keeping with the "hypermodem" realist novels described by Raffaele
Donnarumma, quoted here.
As a structured accumulation of actual first-person voices, Quindici
passi engages in a reality grounded in both multiplicity and commonality
of experience. While each speaker's story and voice are unique, they are
united in their relationship to local environmental toxicity, as well as by
Foschini's authorial ordering principles. By evenly interspersing his own
reflections with those of new interlocutors and allowing each person's
story to fill the same approximate space on a page, Foschini makes clear
just how many diverse members of Taranto's community are equally
affected by exposure to toxic substances such as dioxin. Like Adesso
tienimi, Quindici passi is deeply committed to ontological narrative,
disseminating knowledge through a storytelling practice guided by cleareyed assessment of Taranto's ongoing ecological and human health
disaster. When read together, both books portray Taranto as a city living,
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and dying, on Ilva's fumes.
Much of the environmentally engaged literature and film crafted in
Italy in recent years participates in a realist mode. From Simona Vinci's
dark novella Rovina [Ruin] (2007) to Michelangelo Frammartino's
meditative film Le Quattro volte [The Four Times] (2010), we find texts
that seek not only to present an honest portrait of the contemporary Italian
environment, but also to "fomire schemi interpretativi del mondo"
[provide interpretive schemes for the world] (Somigli 2013, iv). Both
Vinci and Frammartino, along with Piccinni, Foschini and others, are
motivated by an ethical commitment to reflect the lived world back out to
audiences so that we may make some sense of it---even more so, I would
argue, than their (Neo )realist predecessors. While Italy's authors and
filmmakers in the 1940s and 1950s addressed the stark economic and
ideological realities specific to their time, those working today must
confront changes to environmental and human health that might never be
remediated. The stakes have only increased. By featuring the environment,
and more broadly the nonhuman, as a key component of our contemporary
reality, today's realist cultural producers offer an ecologically engaged
point of entry for critical reflection and potential action upon the world.
As Gianni Celati mused some twenty years before Piccinni and
Foschini' s texts were first published, "ii mondo esterno ha bisogno che lo
osserviamo e raccontiamo, per avere esistenza" [the outside world needs
us to observe and recount it, so that it may exist] (Celati 2002, 126). Celati,
whose own literary and cinematic work pulses with attention to the real,
succinctly articulates the relationship between narrative and lived world
that informs the work of the younger writers. In his formula, an author
serves as witness, offering testimony in narrative form so that knowledge
of the "external world" may spread. And as Giorgio Agamben reminds us,
the roles of author and witness have long been linked. Noting the original
Latin, Agamben writes: "auctor indica il testimone in quanto la sua
testimonianza presuppone sempre qualcosa - fatto, cosa o parola - che gli
preesiste, e la cui realta e forza devono essere convalidate o certificate"
[auctor indicates witness in as much as his testimony always presupposes
something-fact, thing or word-that pre-exists him, and whose reality
and presence must be validated or certified] (Agamben 2002, 139).
Authorship implies testifying to something's pre-existence, be it only a
tale in the author's head. It also implies something more. By expressing
that state of being through narrative form, sharing existence through the
act of storytelling, the author in fact surpasses the function of witness. Not
only does she testify, she imbues with shade and nuance, adds linearity,
beginning and end where they might not have otherwise been, draws
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readers in through humor and affect, and emphasizes details that could
otherwise be lost.
In light of the above, a close relationship between realist and
environmentally engaged modes of narrative and analysis makes good
sense. Telling the story of the contemporary nonhuman world, its beauty
and its wounds, allows authors to share knowledge of that beauty, those
wounds and the events that surround them with a potentially vast
readership. What's more, their stories then allow for action on the part of
those readers, be it a drive toward stewardship, remediation, political
movement or perhaps simply greater appreciation and respect for the
nonhuman. As Serenella Iovino writes, "narrative representations are an
essential instrument of action and knowledge: by re-framing and recreating an event in its material-discursive patterns, they provide a
necessary reconfiguration of meanings, of inter-active dynamics, and of
ethical responsiveness, thus enabling constructive visions of the future"
(2013, 50).
In narrativizing what has happened, what might happen, and what is
still happening in the world around us, both authors and readers gain the
opportunity not only for knowledge but indeed also for action as inspired
by heightened awareness and critical response. By reading stories set in
the dioxin-rich shadow of the Ilva steelworks, for example, readers far
beyond the confines of Taranto have the opportunity to gain information
about and take action against an urgent contemporary reality. And as
scholars of medical humanities and social sciences have explored in recent
years, in narrativizing what has happened, what might happen and what is
still happening in the world within us, naming our own at times nebulous
symptoms of toxic exposure, authors and readers harness, in the words of
Joao Biehl and Amy Moran-Thomas, a "necessary condition for us to
articulate a relationship to the world and to others" (Biehl and MoranThomas 2009, 273). We all become the agentive narrators of our
biological realities, just as we recognize the dynamism and agency of other
environmental influences that may weave their own particular narratives
across and throughout our bodies.
The field of environmental, or eco-, criticism fully blossomed in the
final decades of the twentieth century. In her now-canonical Ecocriticism
Reader of l 996, Cheryl Glotfelty defines ecocriticism as "the study of the
relationship between literature and the physical environment," an "earthcentered" approach with a political bent akin to feminist and Marxist
criticism (xix). Sixteen years later, in the second edition of his New
Critical Idiom volume, Greg Garrard seeks to re-elaborate Glotfelty's
important early definition. First, however, he cites another earlier
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explanation of the critical approach by Richard Kerridge, who writes in
1998: "ecocriticism seeks to evaluate texts and ideas in terms of their
coherence and usefulness as responses to environmental crisis" (cited in
Garrard 2012, 4). Garrard is understandably dubious of Kerridge's
somewhat narrow focus (thankfully, not yet every stretch of the earth's
environment is in a state of crisis), but the latter's definition turns out to be
particularly apt for today's Italy, home to so many manifestations of
environmental crisis as noted at the outset of this essay. Furthermore,
Kerridge's attention to usefulness is especially pertinent. It looks ahead to
the overtly ethical drive of the authors and critics who have called for a
return to realism in the wake of 9/11, recent wars and financial crises,
while also, of course, looking back to the Neorealist call for an engaged
literature and cinema in the wake of a Fascist Italy. At the same time, it
speaks to the ethical engagement and emotional investment made possible
by narrative, as expressed by Iovino in the citation above.
Garrard himself describes ecocriticism as: "the study of the
relationship of the human and the non-human, throughout human history
and entailing critical analysis of the term 'human' itself' (Garrard 2012, 5).
This recent and widely accepted redefinition skirts around the categories
of literature and environment altogether. Remaining broad, it allows for
analysis of texts and materials beyond the literary and gives space for
consideration of the nonhuman in all of its manifestations, including
nonhuman animals. In its emphasis on the role of the human in shaping
both human history and the nonhuman world, it gestures toward the still
recent interdisciplinary embrace by many (and disavowal by some) of the
notion of the Anthropocene--an unprecedented geological age shaped by
human action.2 Garrard's explanation also reflects the approach of much
recent ltalianist work in the environmental humanities, from Iovino's
books such as Eco/ogia /etteraria (2006), among the first in the field to be
written in Italian, to Deborah Amberson and Elena Past's anthology
Thinking Human Animals (2014) and my own monograph on Landscapes
in Between (2015).
Garrard's definition and the work of the above noted Italianist scholars
reflect to varying degrees the recent development of a material
ecocriticism, inspired by a broad materialist tum in the humanities at large.
In the words of Serpil Opperman, "proposing that we can read the world as
matter endowed with stories, material ecocriticism speaks of a new mode
of description designated as 'storied matter,' or 'material expressions'
constituting an agency with signs and meanings" (Opperman 2014, 21).
Material ecocriticism holds that the entire nonhuman world, including
"what has too often been accounted inert materiality," has a story to tell
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(Cohen in Iovino and Opperman 2014, x). It looks beyond landscape writ
large to consider the moss growing on a stone, the insects nestled in the
moss's embrace, the bacteria they may host and the stories that these
various agents have to share. As Karen Barad and Stacy Alaimo, among
others, remind us, these bits of matter are interconnected, just as human
bodies are deeply enmeshed with nonhuman natures (Barad 2007; Alaimo
2010).
When it comes to literary representation, the story of those non-verbal
agents is inevitably mediated through an author's voice, yet this is the case
for any literary subject who is not also the author of his or her own text.
Returning to Agamben' s analysis, we recall that the role of author may
coincide with that of witness, whose testimony confirms the existence of
something other than him or her self. By dedicating narrative space to the
nonhuman world, an author provides readers with an opportunity to think
more carefully about all of the dynamic matter that composes it. In tum,
readers may then pay greater attention to the stories of nonhuman
agents--including animals, plants, dioxins in the world at large-even
after having set down their books. Such an approach, one that listens to the
lessons of nonhuman matter both apart from and as a part of the human, is
well suited to the Taranto-based texts upon which the remainder of my
essay will focus. Subject to Ilva's dioxin-rich emissions, Taranto is
particularly ripe with storied matter and its narratives of human
embodiment. By giving these stories their due, authors such as Flavia
Piccinni and Giuliano Foschini provide a potential point of entry for
making sense of today's Taranto, including its vibrant toxic environment
and the human subjects that live within it, just as it lives within them.
The Ilva group, formerly Italsider, maintains steelworks in Italy,
France, Tunisia and Greece. Its Taranto plant is the largest, employing
over 14,000 people, and has historically been the most significant
employer in Southern Italy. As of 2013, Ilva accounted for 75% of the
economic output for all of Taranto, which has a population of roughly
200,000. Since then, however, the Taranto steelworks has been under
increasing scrutiny for its well-documented history of extreme pollution
and for a post-millennial track record of substantial economic loss. While
profits began to suffer with Italy's financial crisis of the early 2000s and a
subsequent decreased demand for steel, they have slipped even further in
recent years due at least in part to government intervention over extreme
pollution. In 2012 the Taranto plant was partially closed for environmental
concerns, while in 2013 the Riva family that owns Ilva was cited for its
continued failure to maintain emissions. Since that time, the Taranto plant
has been under special administration by the Italian government, which, as
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of early 20 I 6, has issued a call for private bids to purchase the massive
steelworks.
Ilva's environmental problems in Taranto, and especially in the
Tamburi neighborhood closest to the steelworks, do, of course, greatly
predate its current economic woes. On 11 July of 1997, for example, the
Italian Council of Ministers declared Taranto's llva plant an "area at high
risk of environmental crisis," an assessment reiterated on 6 November
2014 by the same governing body. In this more recent parliamentary
resolution, the Council of Ministers accuses Ilva of having knowingly
continued polluting practices that endanger human health for the past 17
years, simply for the sake of profit (Servizi Parlamentari 2014, I). In 2011,
Ilva was the fourth biggest emitter of greenhouse gasses in the EU from
among almost 13,000 potential sources. That same year, the SENTIERI
study on mortality and pollution released startling data from 1995-2002.
This study demonstrates that, compared to the national average, Taranto
residents exhibited an excess of I 0-15% in overall mortality and general
cancers, an excess of 30% in mortality of lung cancer, an excess of 50%
for men and 40% for women in mortality from serious respiratory disease,
and an excess of 15% for men and 40% for women in mortality due to
digestive diseases (Luci fora et al 2015, 16-17).
While an assortment of toxic chemical compounds are responsible for
those staggering figures, including Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), dioxin is universally cited as
the primary culprit. This is due to well-documented Italian and
international studies on the link between dioxin and incidences of cancer,
as well as the incredibly high rates of dioxin that have been measured in
Taranto's soil and livestock over the years. It may also be due to Italians'
familiarity with dioxin thanks to a number of notable scares in recent
history, from the internationally documented 1976 Seveso Disaster at a
chemical manufacturing plant north of Milan to the alarming levels of the
chemical compound found in Casertan buffalo mozzarella in 2008.
A Persistent Organic Pollutant, dioxin travels by air and water,
bioaccumulates in food chains and living tissues, and goes largely
undetected by the unaided human body, where it can eventually lead to the
cancers noted above, as well as genetic disturbances and thyroid
malfunction. Residents of Taranto are increasingly aware of the risks they
face. The widespread presence of dioxin in vegetation, animal products
and human bodies is still hard to perceive, however, due to its lack of
notable physicality, a limited availability of chemical analysis, and the
irregular emergence of eventual symptoms. Accordingly, dioxin poses a
unique challenge not only to human health but also to the act of narration,
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as it pushes authors to think through ways of knowing what they cannot
see, touch or smell. It thus dares those who might narrate to confirm the
existence of something that cannot directly be witnessed, at least in the
ways witnessing has traditionally been conceived.
Since the mid-2000s a group of young Pugliesi writers has taken up
this task. Their narratives are set in and around present day Taranto, where
they explore the relationship between Ilva and the region's inhabitants,
particularly as affected by the specter of dioxin. Along with Piccinni and
Foschini, authors such as Cosimo Argentina, Omar Di Monopoli, Carlo
Gubitosa and Cristina Zagaria have produced texts from bi/dungsromans
and western-style noirs to graphic novels, all notably realist. 3 The
emergence of this Puglia-based "autentica nouvelle vague" (Prudenzano
2009), and the subsequent flurry of sponsored competitions for younger
regional authors, confirm that Taranto and environs are indeed rich with
stories.4 What's more, they speak to an urgent need on the part of those
young regional authors, who largely came of age in the 1980s, 1990s and
now even the early 2000s, to narrate the events unfolding in their
community, their local ecosystem and perhaps even their own bodies. The
work of this new crop of writers suggests that, in our contemporary era
marked by pervasive toxicity, narrative is more necessary than ever. It
provides space not only for dissemination of information but also for a
reconfiguration of meanings, drawing out cause and effect and modeling
new modes of co-existence. In all of this, it allows for the act of reifying
something largely imperceptible to the unaided human body, and thus so
very destabilizing, just as it allows subjects to regain agency in uncertain
times.
Flavia Piccinni's debut novel Adesso tienimi was published by Fazi
editore in 2007, the same year in which ARPA Puglia, a regional
environmental agency, reported Ilva's dioxin emissions to be 27 times the
European limit (Arpa Puglia 2011). The novel is narrated by seventeen
year old Martina as she stumbles through her final year of high school
after the suicide of her abusive lover, who was also one of her teachers.
Martina's is a bleak tale that grows steadily darker. As the story unfolds,
she delves further into a state of despondence, mourning in secret, and the
usual uncertainties that come with the end of high school and adolescence
bare down with particularly pronounced weight in a Taranto marked by
workers' strikes, religious processions, "penuria" [scarcity] and "pochezza"
[shortage] and a chemically pink sky (Piccinni 2007, 35). What's more,
her love affair eventually manifests in memory as another form of
Taranto's "toxicity," to employ a common and distinctly non-material use
of the term. Like local dioxin, the relationship is a harmful something
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imposed on her (the deceased lover was its aggressive initiator), but which
she can no longer imagine living without.
The linear story takes place over the course of a few short months and
is full of spatial movement as Martina brings readers along from one
location to the next. Every few paragraphs, it seems, we are somewhere
else: her bedroom, a street comer, a restaurant, a friend's home, in rare
flashback at her lover's beachfront getaway or, more often than not,
speeding along roads on the back of someone's scooter. In this, Piccinni's
novel embodies the speed that Gianlugi Simonetti and others call so
emblematic of contemporary realist Italian narrative (2008, 95). With the
restlessness of youth and the confused despair of an abusive love cut short,
Martina and, by extension, we are always wandering in this novel, yet
always within the confines of a well-mapped Taranto. By traversing its
roads, observing its ethereal sunsets, crawling into its nameless bars to
drink the local Raffo beer, she offers a fuller portrait of the city than she
does of any human character.
Although Martina's explicit point of narrative focus is her own
emotional state, Taranto is implicit as her primary non-verbal interlocutor
and influence, as established by Adesso tienimi's opening lines:
Sono nata a Taranto. 500 milioni di debiti e 90,3% delta diossina che
uccide !'Italia. Vivo in via Cagliari 32/A, in una villetta bianca con ii
cancello in ferro battuto arrugginito. Furno due pacchetti di Chesterfield
blu al giorno, mangio solo caramelle gommose senza zucchero e popcorn
al forrnaggio. Nel tempo libero guardo la televisione o piango .... (Piccinni
2007,9)
[I was born in Taranto. A debt of 500 million and 90.3% of the dioxin
killing Italy. I live at Via Cagliari 32/A, in a nice little white building with
a gate made of rusty hammered steel. I smoke two packs of Chesterfield
Blu a day, eat only sugar-free gummy candies and cheese popcorn. In my
free time I watch television or cry ....]

Thus introducing herself to readers, Martina self-identifies first and
foremost as being a/Taranto, which she defines here exclusively in terms
of economic and eco-biological ruin. She then draws a direct correlation
between those negative states and the trappings of her life. The steel gate
to her home, presumably made from Ilva's products, is rusted; her time is
spent either in physical manifestation of emotional pain or in a state of
distraction from real life (she prefers animated children's programming
above all); and her own body is sustained by a diet largely devoid of
nutrients. Living on artificially sweetened gummy candies, popcorn and
dozens of cigarettes a day, Martina becomes the human embodiment of
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Taranto itself, surviving almost entirely on fumes.
She is calmly honest about the city's pollution throughout the course of
the novel, interweaving her study of place and self with references to
llva's toxic emissions as they pervade both natural environment and
human body. She frequently notes the color of the sky when describing her
wanderings, stopping mid-narrative to explain: "II cielo a Taranto non e
mai azzurro, anche quando ti sembra che sia cosi. Non dipende tanto dalla
posizione geografica. Ma dall'intensita delle sfumature. Striate di rosso
durante ii giomo, di oro la notte" [The sky in Taranto is never blue, even
when it seems like it is. It doesn't depend so much on the geographic
position, but on the intensity of the fumes, streaked with red during the
day, gold at night] ( 142). Martina is clear-eyed and unremorseful in her
assessment of Taranto's supranatural sky, which has presumably been
polluted her whole life. In fact, she finds the chemically modified view
beautiful, and again closely tied to her sense of self. In her deepest state of
despair at the novel's end, Martina pauses to list the most pertinent things
in her seventeen-year old life. She thinks of much desired jewelry ordered
on the eBay website, of her upcoming high school graduation, of friends
soon to move away, of favorite foods, and "all'ILVA che colora ii cielo e
me lo fa sembrare piu bello" [of Ilva which colors the sky and makes it
seem more beautiful to me] ( 173). Ilva is part of her city and so it is part of
Martina. While this sentiment can be interpreted figuratively, textual
passages in the book suggest that it is also to be taken literally.
Appreciative of the aesthetic effects of Ilva's emissions, Martina is
also deeply aware of their power to enter and alter human bodies. Riding
past the Tamburi neighborhood one afternoon, she reflects on: "la piu alta
percentuale di morti per cancro ai polmoni della penisola ... ii mare
inghiottito dal mercurio, che ii pesce lo sta drogando ... i pomodori appesi
a grappolo e le lenzuola, che si sono gia colorati di rosso polvere. Rosso
ILVA ...." [the highest percentage of lung cancer deaths in the peninsula
... the sea swallowed up by mercu ry, which is drugging the fish ...
tomatoes on the vine, and sheets, which are already colored with red dust.
ILV A red .... ] (74). It is in Martina's easy cognitive transition from toxins
in the air to toxins in the lungs that Piccinni's text slides most fully into a
discourse of embodiment. The red steel dust, on which dioxin and other
compounds are carried throughout the city, merges not only with air but
also with plants on the vine, water and fish in the sea, and residents' own
bodies. The vast web of material connectedness described by Martina
confirms that we live in a transcorporeal world, marked by a bodily
porosity that welcomes all sorts of "vibrant matter" (Bennett 2010).
What's more, it underlines that we cannot address issues of human health
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(like lung cancer deaths) without considering the health of the nonhuman,
and that we cannot attempt to remediate the natural environment without
considering the human sources (like Uva) that do it hann. This attention to
the interconnectedness of environment, industry and health, again speaks
to the particularity of Piccinni's contemporary realist narrative--as
personal as it is political, as steady as it is urgent. Martina further confirms
her \Ulderstanding of toxic embodiment, once again with unnerving calm,
in a rare moment of coMection with her mother, Adriana. Describing a
brief conversation at home on the Palm Sunday prior to Easter, she notes:

I

Adriana mi mette la palma sulla scrivania. Si siede al bordo del letto e dice
che stamattina, quando e uscita. non si respirava. Mi spiega che stava una
specie di nube violacea che, le avevano raccontato, veniva dall'ILVA.
Quando dice i veleni ci stanno entrando in casa annuisco. Vorrei dirle che
e proprio vero, che i veleni ci stanno vicini e dentro, ma poi lei mi sorride e
indica la palma. (76-77)
[Adriana puts the palm leaf on my desk. She sits on the edge of the bed and
says that this morning, when she went out, she couldn't breathe. She
explains that there was this sort of violet cloud that, they told her, came
from llva. When she says that the poisons are coming into our houses I nod.
I would like to tell her that it's so true, that the poisons are near us and
inside ofus, but then she smiles at me and points to the palm.]

What is for Adriana a rumored exterior presence slowly encroaching
on the domestic sphere is for Martina already an interior reality, moving
through her body like-and indeed along witlr-the cigarette smoke that
she continuously inhales. The difference between mother and daughter
here suggests a generational divide regarding the primacy of toxic
experience and awareness, a divide that Martina silently maintains by not
giving voice to the poisons already inside her, inside them. Readers note
that she is silenced by her mother's smile and indication of the palm leaf, a
religious symbol of the spirit's victory over the flesh. If her reflective
narrative tells us anything, it is that for Martina spirit and flesh cannot be
so easily separated, either from each other or from the world that
surrounds them. Through Martina's story, Piccinni does not propose a
clear path of repair for spirit, flesh or environment in contemporary
Taranto. What she does offer, though, by way of careful and personalized
attention to a very real contemporary crisis is an understanding that
industry, environment and health, both physical and beyond, are deeply
interwoven, as well as potential stimulus for readers to take action in theh:
own lives.
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Published by Fandango two years after Adesso tienimi, Giuliano
Foschini's Quindici passi offers a more direct examination of human and
environmental health in Taranto and, subsequently, a less complete picture
of the city whole. As noted, Quindici passi is a reportage structured around
a collection of individual stories. The book's primary narrative plane is
recounted in Foschini's own casually journalistic voice and describes a
conference from late 2008 at Taranto's Testa hospital. Hosted by the
aforementioned environmental group Arpa Puglia, the two-day conference
was dedicated to the interchange between industry, toxicity and illness.
As he makes his way between presentations, Foschini reflects on
statistical information shared by Arpa's officers and records testimony
from medical investigators, as well as from community residents who have
lost family members to various illnesses. He also thinks back on previous
encounters with others attending the conference, like local shepherd
Angelo Fornaro, whose entire flock of sheep had to be killed in January
2008 after chemical analysis confirmed dangerous levels of dioxin in their
bodies. Throughout, the book is bracketed by citations from articles in
newspapers such as la Repubblica, as well as from pediatric oncologists,
factory workers, and politicians both local and national. It is also
interspersed with text from letters written by concerned area
schoolchildren, originally published by Puglia's activist regional president
Nichi Vendola under the title Sognando nuvole bianche [Dreaming of
White Clouds] (2008). Foschini's narrative approach is thus both
documentary and tightly curated. His work is permeated with a more
immediate sense of urgency than that of Piccinni but it is just as carefully
structured in its portrait of dynamic, collective toxic exposure.
The title of Foschini's book refers to the distance between the Ilva
steelworks and the nearest homes in the Tamburi neighborhood, the same
distance between Ilva and the San Brunone cemetery (Foschini 2009, 23).
Like everything reported in this non-fiction text, that distance, while
approximate, is true: both homes and burial ground rest just beyond the
steelworks' border. Linking two very different types of "resting place"
through shared proximity to llva, Foschini thus acknowledges the plant as
the primary source of livelihood for so many Tamburi residents, at the
same time that he implicates it in their disproportionately high deaths. Like
Piccinni, Foschini is well aware of Taranto's economic dependence on
llva and of the ways in which the plant's presence seeps into so many
residents' sense of self and place. Again like Piccinni, he is similarly
attentive to the ways in which its toxic compounds enter their bodies.
Foschini links each movement of Quindici passi, from one part of the
conference, its themes and stories, to the next by returning periodically to
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a common metaphor: Taranto as volcano. He writes in the book's opening
chapter: "Crateri di cemento, magma e cassa integrazione, Taranto e IDI
vulcano. Attivo" [Craters of cement, magma and unemployment insurance,
Taranto is a volcano. Active] (7). Like a volcano, he explains, the city is
bubbling over with a devastating substance, ready to blow at any time.
And as in the geographic area surrounding a volcano, Taranto's sky is full
of fine particulate matter that makes for particularly striking sunsets, of the
kind described in Adesso tienimi.
Quindici passi addresses head-on the deadly effects of that same matter.
The first mini narrative portrait in the text features 14-year old Luca, who
suffers the sort of throat cancer that typically targets mature long-term
smokers. By way of Luca's story Foschini also touches on that of Maria,
who died from pancreatic cancer at 49, while steadily weaving in
statistical information shared by legal researcher Alessandro, a fellow
conference participant. This chapter, "Scusi mi fa accendere" [Excuse Me,
Do You Have a Light] begins when Alessandro asks Foschini for a lighter,
although neither of the two smokes. The writer understands that
Alessandro's question "si trattava di un'allusione, che la dietro c'era
qualcosa e che quel qualcosa fosse in qualche maniera legato alla citta, al
colore del cielo, al porto, alle ciminiere. In sostanza al Vulcano" [had to do
with an allusion, that there was something behind it and that something
was in some way connected to the city, to the color of the sky, to the port,
the smokestacks. In essence to the volcano] (15). Again as in Piccinni's
text, cigarettes become a recurring motif in Quindici passi, since "in
sostanza nell'aria di Taranto ci sono le sigarette" [In essence, there are
cigarettes in Taranto's air] (19). For a period of time in 2004, Foschini
writes, 67 nanograms of dioxin could be found per cubic meter of air in
Taranto, as though everyone in the region were in fact smoking 128
cigarettes a day (21). This figure makes fictional Martina's few dozen
daily cigarettes seem rather paltry, while again underlining the connection
between industry, environment and bodily health.
In its awareness of embodiment, Quindici passi also engages questions
of futurity-recognizing that current states of pollution and toxicity have
long-term effects--in a way that Adesso tienimi, with its teenage
immediacy and angst, does not. Midway through a chapter revolving
around stories of childhood mortality, Foschini writes: "La diossina non
era soltanto nell'aria. 0 magari nella came delle pecore o nei formaggi. La
diossina era arrivata sin dentro le tette delle tarantine" [Dioxin wasn't just
in the air. Or perhaps in sheep's meat or cheese. Dioxin had even made its
way into the breasts of Tarantine women] (40). Then, in a later chapter
focused on the necessity of work, he shares an interview with longtime
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Ilva employee Mario, who says:
Jo ho paura non soltanto di perdere ii lavoro, io ho anche paura di
ammalarrni e ii discorso della malattia non e un discorso egoistico, ma si
rispecchia in un passato e in un futuro oltre che nel presente. Comunque
tieni conto che ii peso di queste aziende cosi inquinanti lo ha patito chi
c'era prima di noi, lo patira quelli che arriverano dopo di noi. (86)
[I am afraid not only of losing my job, I am also afraid of getting sick, and
the question of illness is not an egotistical question, but one that looks to a
past and a future as well as the present. Anyhow keep in mind that those
who came before us suffered the weight of these heavily polluting
companies, and those who came after us will also suffer it.]

In both of the above citations, readers' attention is directed beyond the
present moment, otherwise so acute in the text. While Mario's comment
extends our collective temporal horizon in multiple directions,
acknowledging Taranto's long history of pollution as well as its future
effects, Foschini's statement situates that horizon more precisely through
bodies and their functions. Referring to the mammalian transference of
milk from mother to baby, he focuses our attention on a sort of
transcorporeality thought to be limited to animal interaction, human or
otherwise, and often upheld as the most "natural" and indeed healthy of
practices. By then underlining the presence of dioxin even in that practice
and those bodies, in the milk of mothers and the bellies of the newborn, he
articulates the transference of pollution and toxicity from one generation to
the next. Simultaneously, he again establishes just how deeply harmful
exterior agents such as dioxin are in fact both "near us and inside ofus," to
refer once more to Piccinni's text.
Acknowledging that our exterior and interior environments, our skies,
rivers and bodies, are open to the influence of vibrant matter such as
dioxin--and that we cannot precisely determine the results--encourages a
careful approach to building knowledge. As Alaimo writes, ''transcorporeality
demands more responsible, less confident epistemologies" (Alaimo 2010,
22). It suggests that we need a new vocabulary for an emerging state of
being, one based less on singular authoritative narrative and more on the
diverse narratives prompted by the largely imperceptible but so very
present material agents in our midst. By interweaving his own story with
those of so many others, Foschini succeeds in presenting a clear portrait of
Taranto's toxic reality, a reality that identifies itself in different ways to
different subjects. Like that of Piccinni, his text is in fact less concerned
with epistemology than with ontology. It is through truly knowing
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contemporary Taranto, both texts argue, that we may begin to make some
sense of things, ourselves included.
In Taranto and elsewhere, toxic pollutants such as dioxin push subjects
to inhabit a state of emergence, a rather Deleuzian sort of becoming. By
electing to tell the stories of these pollutants and these subjects, human and
otherwise, Piccioni and Foschini accomplish a great deal. They recognize
the ability, agency and storytelling potential of nonhuman matter, just as
they give voice to human subjects that may feel they have begun to lose
their own agency in the midst of shifting environmental and (trans)corporeal
realities. At the same time, through the practice of narrative, they provide
readers the opportunity to move from the gathering of knowledge to its
sorting through, responsibly and with humility as we must. Once readers
come to know Taranto through Piccioni and Foschini's uniquely realist
texts, we can choose to act on our new knowledge. The hope, of course, is
that we will speak out against those industrial giants that have caused hann
to ''those who came before us," in the name of ''those who will come after
us."
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Notes
1

This figure varies based on the source consulted. The 80% that I list here is a
conservative estimate.
2 First introduced by Paul Crutzen and Eugene Stoermer in 2000 to describe th e
present geological age, so shaped by human action, the term "Anthropoceoe" has
been widely adopted in popular scientific discourse, as well as by scholars across
academic disciplines including the humanities and social sciences. While a quick
Internet search reveals numerous articles and blog posts against the Anthropocene
and the break that it represents in traditional epoch naming protocol, even those
ecocritical scholars who initially voiced hesitation have largely come to embrace
the term.
3 I owe thanks to Vincenzo Salvatore for leading me to some of these authors and
their important texts.
4 One such example is the "Concorso alla scoperta di giovani scrittori emergenti
pugliesi" [Competition for the discovery of emerging young Pugliesi writers]
sponsored by the Library of the Puglia Regional Council in Fall 2014. See:
http://www.bisceglieindiretta.it/concorso-alla-scoperta-di-giovani-autori
emergenti-pugliesi/

